The multibeam cyclotron-resonance maser ͑CRM͒ array is a new concept for compact, high-power CRM devices operating at low voltages. The CRM array studied in this paper employs low-energy electron beams, which are propagating in coupled channels in a two-dimensional periodic waveguide. A static magnetic field spirals the electrons in synchronism with a spatial harmonic of the electromagnetic wave. A matrix gaindispersion equation of the CRM-array interaction is derived in the paper. Numerical examples are presented for a comparison between CRM interactions of one, two, and three electron beams with various waveguide modes. The analysis shows that the multibeam cyclotron interaction yields a considerable gain of microwaves in selective modes. ͓S1063-651X͑97͒09204-0͔
I. INTRODUCTION
Advanced sources of high-power microwaves ͑HPM͒ are needed for scientific and technological purposes. HPM devices are key elements in the development of novel particle accelerators, fusion reactors, radars, communication systems, and various industrial and medical processes. Cyclotronresonance masers ͑CRMs͒ and free-electron masers ͑FEMs͒ have been studied intensively as HPM amplifiers and oscillators ͓1,2͔. Both CRM and FEM mechanisms are based on resonant interactions between the amplified electromagnetic ͑em͒ wave and an electron beam.
The CRM resonance condition between an em wave and a copropagating electron beam is given by ϳ c ϩk z V z , ͑1͒
where and k z are the em-wave frequency and axial wave number, respectively, and V z is the axial electron velocity. The relativistic angular cyclotron frequency is c ϭeB 0 /␥m 0 , where e, m 0 , and ␥ are the electron charge, rest mass, and relativistic factor, respectively, and B 0 is the axial static magnetic field ͓3,4͔. The CRM interaction with a fast em wave (k z р/c) requires a nonzero initial transverse velocity in order to amplify the em wave. The fast-wave CRM interaction stems from the azimuthal electron bunching in the spiral electron trajectories caused by the transverse electric field component of the em wave ͓5͔.
Recent CRM studies are devoted to nonlinear analysis ͓6,7͔, multimode analysis ͓8͔, high cyclotron-harmonic operation ͓7,9-11͔, short-pulse generation ͓12͔, and to the development of high-power generators ͓10,13-15͔. Various prebunching mechanisms and gyroklystrons ͓8-10,15͔ have been investigated in order to increase efficiency.
Dielectric-loaded cyclotron masers ͓16-18͔ are developed in order to extend the slow-wave (k z Ͼ/c) tunability and to reduce the required electron energy. The slow-wave CRM interaction is characterized by an axial electron bunching effect, known as the Weibel mechanism ͓5,17,19͔. The anomalous Doppler effect ͓20-22͔ can be realized in a slow-wave cyclotron with a zero initial transverse electron velocity.
The periodic-waveguide cyclotron ͑PWC͒ maser is a device in which the interaction occurs in a periodically loaded waveguide ͓23,24͔. It combines the properties of fast-and slow-wave CRM interactions. The artificial dielectric properties of the periodic waveguide allow operation of the PWC device in new parametric regimes. In particular, a quasianomalous Doppler effect is feasible in periodic waveguides with low harmonic impedance ͓25͔. Experimental and theoretical studies ͓23-29͔ show that the PWC has the potential to become a compact low-voltage source of microwaves. For instance, the PWC-oscillator experiment conducted by Jerby et al. ͓27͔ employs an 8 keV, 200 mA electron beam, and its output power is Ͼ0.4 kW, which corresponds to a Ͼ25% efficiency.
Most of the HPM generators employ a single high-energy electron beam. For instance, a gyrotron producing 3 MW power at 140 GHz frequency with a 45% efficiency ͓30͔ employs an electron beam of 95 keV and 84 A. A cyclotron autoresonance maser ͑CARM͒ oscillator experiment reported in Ref. ͓31͔ generates 13 MW output power at 38 GHz with an ϳ25% efficiency employing a 500 keV, 100 A electron beam. Using a single high-current electron beam limits the output radiation power by the beam energy and current. The interaction is impeded by space-charge effects, and, in addition, the device overhead required for a single high-power electron beam is fairly large ͑high-voltage power supplies, huge electron gun and collector, shielding system, etc.͒. The use of an array of low-current ͑high-perveance͒ electron beams may alleviate some of these difficulties.
A two-beam cyclotron maser was proposed and studied in Ref. ͓32͔. The beams propagate with different stream velocities in the cylindrical waveguide. The interaction between the fast transverse plasma wave of one beam and the slow transverse plasma wave of the other beam results in rf power gain. The radiation frequency is inversely proportional to the energy difference between the beams. Consequently, the high-frequency radiation can be achieved for low electron energies and axial magnetic fields. Numerical simulations predict an 80 dB/m gain at 50 GHz for two nonrelativistic beams with a 23 A/cm 2 current of each one, an 87.5 keV mean electron energy, and a 25 keV difference between the beams.
The cluster klystron ͓33͔ is proposed for linear colliders. The experimental model consists of three parallel electron beams with equal 33 A current and 370 keV energy. The device produces 78 MW output power with a 70% efficiency. The efficiency is larger by a factor of 2 comparing with a conventional klystron employing one 100 A electron beam.
The concept of the CRM array was proposed ͓28͔ as a multibeam extension of the PWC scheme in order to produce high-power microwaves by many low-energy electron beams propagating in parallel directions. The device consists of a multichannel lattice waveguide as shown in Fig. 1 . The electron beams pass through the different channels and interact with the spatial em-wave harmonics, due to the axial magnetic field. The various channels of the CRM array are coupled to each other. Synergistic effects are expected in this device. The two-dimensional ͑2D͒ CRM array shown in Fig.  1 is being studied experimentally by Lei and Jerby ͓29͔. It employs a rectangular waveguide with a matrix of inductive metal posts inside. The parameters of this waveguide are studied in Ref. ͓34͔ . Electron beams with various axial velocities are injected simultaneously into the waveguide. Each electron beam flows between two adjacent rows of metal posts. Its current is relatively small and therefore the spacecharge effects are negligible.
The practical advantages of the proposed scheme are ͑a͒ the low-voltage, low-current operation of the separated electron beams, and consequently ͑b͒ the alleviation of spacecharge effects, and ͑c͒ the feasibility of high-power microwave generation by a compact device.
The concept of the CRM array can be extended to threedimensional arrays. It can be developed even further to new concepts of a multibeam CRM interaction in a photonicband-gap structure ͓35͔, and of a phased-array radiator ͓36,37͔.
This paper presents theoretical analysis and numerical calculations of the 2D PWC array. This analysis is a multimode extension of a CRM model in periodic waveguides ͓24͔. The 2D periodic-waveguide analysis is based here on the microwave theory approach ͓38,39͔. The gain-dispersion equation of the convective PWC interaction is derived in the next section. This equation relates the output and input amplitudes of the amplified em-wave signal as a function of the interaction parameters. A multimode analysis of the periodic waveguide is presented in Sec. III. A numerical analysis of the PWC-array amplification with different number of electron beams and in different em modes is presented in Sec. IV.
II. DERIVATION OF THE CRM-ARRAY GAIN-DISPERSION RELATION
The em wave in the 2D periodic waveguide shown in Fig.  1 is described as a superposition of linearly independent TE n0 modes ͓38͔ ͑in this analysis, we assume that the wave profile is uniform in the x dimension͒. Each mode is expanded to an infinite set of spatial harmonics, and is characterized by its repetitive transverse profile and axial wave number in each unit cell of the periodic waveguide. The harmonic profiles and axial wave numbers are determined by a dispersion equation for each transverse mode ͓38͔. Hence the em wave in the periodic waveguide is expressed in the form
where A n (z) is the slowly varying amplitude of the nth periodic-waveguide mode, the subscripts n and k denote mode and harmonic orders, respectively, e nk and h nk are electric and magnetic harmonic coefficients, respectively, and nk (y) and ␤ nk are their transverse profile and axial wave number, respectively. The normalized harmonic impedance is defined as
where Z 0 ϭͱ 0 /⑀ 0 is the free-space wave impedance. Expressions for the mode coupling and amplitude variation due to the cyclotron interaction are derived in this section. 
͑5͒
The axial and azimuthal components of the initial electron momentum are P 0z and P 0Ќ , respectively, x 0 and y 0 are the initial coordinates of electron, and f 0 is the zero-order electron distribution function. The distribution function of an array of I electron beams, neglecting energy spread and emittance, is given by
where n 0i and g 0i (x 0 ,y 0 ) are the ith electron-beam density and transverse profile, respectively, and the bars denote average initial values. Assuming electron beams with a circular and transversely uniform cross section, the profile function is given by
where r 0i , x 0i , and y 0i are the initial radius and the center coordinates, respectively, of the ith electron beam. Equations ͑2͒-͑6͒ result in a gain-dispersion equation of the nth-mode CRM-array interaction as follows:
where V 0z ϭ P 0z /␥m 0 and V 0Ќ ϭ P 0Ќ /␥m 0 are the axial and azimuthal electron velocities, respectively, and p0i ϭ(e 2 n 0i /␥m 0 ⑀ 0 ) 1/2 is the relativistic plasma frequency associated with the ith electron beam. Using the orthogonality of modes and harmonics allows to reduce the transverse dependence of Eq. ͑8͒ by multiplying both sides by ͚ n ͚ k e nk * nk ␦(sϪ j␤ nk ) and integrating over the waveguide cross section. This results in
͑9͒
The harmonic power flow p nk and the filling factor of the ith electron beam, F f nki , are defined as
respectively, where a and b are the transverse dimensions of the rectangular waveguide. The products p nk F f nki are derived in Appendix A for electron beams with a circular and transversely uniform cross section. We assume that the CRM resonance condition ͑1͒ is satisfied with the kth spatial harmonic of the nth waveguide mode. Consequently, the kth spatial harmonics of all the other modes are considered as close to the CRM resonance and are taken into account in the right side of Eq. ͑9͒. The other harmonics are assumed to be off-resonant and therefore neglected. Hence Eq. ͑9͒ is further reduced to
͑11͒
Dimensionless operating parameters are introduced to simplify the equations. The CRM tuning parameter is given by
and the space-charge parameter is defined as pn Ј k ϭ͓ ͚ i p0i ͱF f nЈki ͔L/V 0z where L is the interaction length. The normalized wave number parameters are k 0 ϭk 0 L for free space, ␤ nk ϭ␤ nkL for the kth spatial harmonic, and ŝ ϭ jsL for the Laplace variable. Using these definitions, Eq. ͑11͒ is rewritten in the form
where ␤ ez ϭV 0z /c and ␤ eЌ ϭV 0Ќ /c are the normalized axial and azimuthal electron velocities, respectively. Equation ͑13͒ holds for any waveguide-mode order n. Hence a matrix equation is derived for the relation between the column vectors Ã(ŝ )ϭ͉Ã n (ŝ )͉ and A 0 ϭ͉A n0 ͉, as follows:
The matrix parameters of Eq. ͑14͒ are defined as follows: U is a unit matrix, and ␤ k ϭ͉␤ nk ͉ and Ẑ k ϭ͉Ẑ nk ͉ are diagonal matrices of harmonic wave numbers and impedances, respectively. The diagonal tuning and space-charge matrices are ⌰ k ϭ͉ nk ͉ and ⌰ pk ϭ͉ pnk ͉, respectively, and the nondiagonal power-flow matrix is
Finally, the matrix gain-dispersion equation of the CRMarray interaction results in the Pierce-type fourth-order equation as follows:
where the diagonal coupling matrix Q k (ŝ ) is defined as
͑17͒
The resulting gain-dispersion equation ͑16͒ and the associated coupling matrix Q k (ŝ ), Eq. ͑17͒, are a multimode generalization of the single-mode analysis of the periodicwaveguide CRM interaction presented in Ref.
͓24͔.
Equations ͑16͒ and ͑17͒ describe the spatial evolution of the input em wave where its transverse modes are coupled by the cyclotron interaction. The poles ŝ of Eq. ͑16͒ determine the shift of the kth harmonic wave numbers ␤ nk in the complex plane. The corresponding residues describe the variation of em-wave amplitudes A n (zϭL) due to the CRM interaction. The different terms in Eq. ͑16͒ represent various effects. The coupling matrix Q k (ŝ ) describes the CRM interaction with the resonant harmonic. Its different terms ͑17͒ correspond to various operating regimes of the CRM interaction as reported in Ref.
͓24͔. The space-charge matrix ⌰ pk represents the effect of electron current density on the CRM coupling ͑note that collective space-charge effects are not included in this model͒. The power-flow matrix C k (ŝ ) describes the distribution of the em-wave power among the different modes and their spatial harmonics. In the single-mode limit, Eq. ͑16͒ is reduced to the scalar gain-dispersion equation ͓24͔ as follows:
The complex coupling coefficient, given by
is a scalar analog of the coupling matrix Q k (ŝ ). The other parameters in Eqs. ͑18͒ and ͑19͒ are scalar analogs of the matrices in Eqs. ͑16͒ and ͑17͒, as well. The matrix gaindispersion relation ͑16͒ and ͑17͒ derived in this section presents a general form of a CRM interaction in a multimode periodic waveguide.
III. DISPERSION ANALYSIS OF THE 2D PERIODIC WAVEGUIDE
The periodic waveguide shown in Fig. 1 is analyzed in this section in order to determine its modes and their spatialharmonic characteristics ͑in the absence of the electron beams͒. Following Refs. ͓38,39͔, the analysis begins with a single unit cell, and then is generalized by the Floquet theorem to the entire periodic waveguide. The empty waveguide parameters ͑i.e., the spatial-harmonic wave number ␤ nk , power flow p nk , and impedance Ẑ nk ) are required for the numerical solution of the matrix gain-dispersion equation ͑16͒ in the next section.
The horizontal cross section of the periodic waveguide is shown in Fig. 2 . The unit cell of the periodic waveguide is determined by the axial period p .
In this analysis, we assume that the radius of the metal posts, d, is small comparing to the waveguide width a. Consequently, the surface currents on the posts are directed nearly along their axis ͑i.e., the x axis in Fig. 2͒ . Assuming that the incident waves are vertically polarized ͑as the TE m0 modes of the empty waveguide͒ the scattered waves from the vertical posts are composed of the same set of TE m0 modes. Other modes of the empty waveguide, including the TE mm Ј and TM mm Ј modes with mЈ 0, are not supported then by the periodic waveguide, and therefore they are neglected in this analysis. This assumption is valid in the range md/2aӶ1. The resulting modes of the periodic waveguide are vertically polarized TE modes, as shown later in this section. In the other range, of higher modes or wide posts ͑i.e., where mdϳ2a/), the analytical model should include the complete set of empty waveguide modes ͑i.e., all the TE mm Ј and TM mm Ј modes͒. In this case, which is not studied in this paper, the periodic-waveguide modes may not be purely TM or TE modes.
The transverse row of posts acts as a partial mirror on the incident em waves a m ϩ and a m Ϫ , as shown schematically in Fig. 3͑a͒ ͑the superscripts ϩ and Ϫ denote forward and backward waves, respectively͒. The total incident em wave is divided into even and odd components as follows:
where the superscripts o and e denote the odd and even components of the incident electric field, respectively. These components are given by 
In this analysis, the modes may be either propagating or evanescent.
The currents induced on the surface of posts generate the scattered em wave in order to satisfy the boundary conditions. This scattered wave is composed of various TE m Ј 0 empty waveguide modes, which are identified by the integer mЈ. The multimode analysis of incident and scattered em waves is presented in Appendix B. It allows determination of the matrices of reflection and transmission coefficients for the odd and even modes. These matrices are shown in Fig.  3͑a͒ as R m Ј m and T m Ј m , respectively.
The equivalent transmission line circuit of a unit cell of the periodic waveguide is shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ . The matrices jB and jX are the equivalent reactive susceptances and reactances, respectively. They are related to the matrices of odd and even reflection coefficients as follows: 
respectively. The transfer matrix through the obstacle is given by
In the limit of the infinitely thin posts X→0, and consequently, Eq. ͑25͒ is reduced to
in agreement with Ref.
͓38͔.
The matrices X and B, representing the reactive properties of a single unit cell, are used now in the dispersion analysis of the entire periodic waveguide with the Floquet theorem. In the general case of a nonzero X matrix, the dispersion equation of the periodic waveguide results in
where k m is the diagonal matrix of the TE m0 mode wave numbers k m . Equation ͑27͒ is a matrix eigenvalue system. The eigenvectors
which are the solutions of Eq. ͑27͒, describe the periodic transverse profiles of the periodic-waveguide modes. These modes are composed of linear superposition of TE m0 modes of the empty waveguide, which their relative amplitudes a mn are specified by the dispersion equation ͑27͒, as The kth harmonic impedance is thus given by
The harmonic impedance ͑35͒ resembles the general expression for the TE mode impedance in a hollow waveguide, ZϭZ 0 k 0 /k z . This result stems from the fact that the periodic-waveguide mode is composed of only TE modes of the rectangular waveguide. The harmonic impedance Z nk is real for real ␤ nk in the nth-mode frequency passband, and is imaginary for imaginary ␤ nk in the stopband frequency region. The power flow of the kth spatial harmonic is derived using the orthogonality of TE modes, and results in
The parameters resulting from the periodic-waveguide analysis above are used in the next section for numerical analysis of the CRM array.
IV. CRM-ARRAY AMPLIFICATION IN VARIOUS MODES
The CRM interaction with an array of electron beams in a 2D periodic waveguide is demonstrated in this section by several numerical examples. The CRM parameters used in these calculations are listed in Table I . The same parameters are used in the CRM-array experiment of Lei and Jerby ͓29͔.
The numerical results of the periodic-waveguide analysis are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. In these calculations, each mode of the periodic waveguide is expanded to the first 22 TE m0 modes of the rectangular waveguide ͑without the posts͒ to provide a satisfactory precision. The Brillouin diagram of the periodic waveguide is shown in Fig. 4 . The calculations are conducted in the frequency range 6.5-12.5 GHz, which covers the first three modes of the periodic waveguide. The cutoff frequency of the first mode is found to be 6.9 GHz. The results show that only one mode may propagate in the waveguide for any given frequency in this range. Hence the periodic waveguide acts as a mode selector and it provides a single-mode operation even for the second-and third-order modes. Three-dimensional profiles of periodic-waveguide modes are plotted for the one unit cell in Figs. 5͑a͒, 5͑b͒, and 5͑c͒ for the first, second, and third modes, respectively. The figures show that in the middle of the unit cell, the periodicwaveguide modes resemble the corresponding TE m0 modes of the empty waveguide, respectively. The higher modes of The CRM interaction with the fundamental harmonics of the first three periodic-waveguide modes is computed numerically using Eqs. ͑18͒ and ͑19͒ ͑the weak coupling among the periodic-waveguide modes in the frequency range 6.9-12.5 GHz, enables a single-mode CRM interaction in this range͒. Figure 4 shows the interaction points of each one of these modes ͑points A, B, and C for the first, second, and third mode, respectively͒ with a 4 keV electron beam in different magnetic fields, as listed in Table I . For each periodicwaveguide mode, the interaction with one, two, and three electron beams is calculated. For the sake of comparison, the total electron current is taken the same for any number of beams in the array. The first 15 spatial harmonics are taken into account in the calculation of the power-flow ratio ͑15͒ of each mode. The computed power gains are presented in Figs. 6, 7, and 8 for interactions with one, two, and three electron beams, respectively. The maximum gains are plotted in Fig.  9 for each number of electron beams and periodic-waveguide mode orders. The results show that the largest gain is obtained by an interaction of one electron beam with the third mode of the periodic waveguide. This operating point is marked as C in the dispersion diagram in Fig. 4 . Considerable gains are obtained also by a two electron-beam interaction with the second mode, and by a three electron-beam interaction with the third mode.
V. DISCUSSION
In this section we discuss the analysis of the multibeam CRM array presented above, and its implication for the development of new schemes of 2D and 3D CRM arrays.
Some of the principles of the CRM-array interaction are illustrated by Eq. ͑18͒ in the single-mode limit. The gain obtained by the CRM interaction depends on two factors: the coupling coefficient , and the filling factors F f n0i . The filling factors for given waveguide geometry depend on the position of electron beams inside the waveguide with respect to the spatial distribution of the radiation power. The coupling parameter ͑19͒ represents four mechanisms invloved in the CRM interaction as discussed in Refs. ͓5,24͔. In the case where the initial electron velocity in the azimuthal direction is much smaller than the axial velocity, the CRM interaction has a nonbunching character ͓22͔. In this case, the coupling parameter depends on the term Ẑ 0 Ϫ␤ ez . According to Eq. ͑35͒, this term is always positive for an interaction with fast TE waves (␤ n0 Ͻk 0 ), and consequently, the CRM interaction in this case results in a radiation absorption ͓22,24͔. The multibeam CRM interaction in a 2D periodic waveguide may provide slow-wave conditions (␤ nk Ͼk 0 , kу1) in high-order spatial harmonics. The anomalous Doppler effect in this case ͓20-22͔ may result in a positive gain without an initial rotation of the electron beams. This effect is a subject for further research.
The CRM bunching mechanisms become dominant when the electron beams are initially rotated at the entrance to the interaction region. The term k 0 Ẑ n0 in expression ͑19͒ corresponds to the azimuthal bunching, whereas the term ␤ n0 represents the axial bunching mechanism. These terms oppose one another, i.e., the azimuthal and the axial bunching effects tend to cancel one another. The azimuthal bunching dominates over the axial bunching effect in the fast-wave interaction, as with the fundamental harmonics presented above ͑where ␤ n0 Ͻk 0 ). Substituting Eq. ͑35͒ to the bunching coupling terms results in (k 0 2 Ϫ␤ n0 2 )/␤ n0 . Consequently, for a given fundamental wave number ␤ n0 , the azimuthal electron bunching becomes stronger as the frequency increases ͑whereas the axial bunching remains constant͒. The 2D periodic waveguide has an advantage in this respect that a single-mode operation is possible also with high modes ͑the fundamental passband of the third mode in the previous example exists in the stopbands of all other modes͒. This feature of the CRM array in a 2D periodic waveguide enables a FIG. 6 . Gain curves of a single electron-beam CRM interaction with the first (A), second (B), and third (C) modes. The corresponding axial magnetic fields are 2.7, 3.3, and 4.2 kG, respectively. The electron energy is 4 keV, the total electron current is 0.2 A, and the electron pitch ratio is ␤ eЌ /␤ ez ϭ2. single-mode and near-cutoff operation, and consequently a stronger CRM interaction, in higher frequencies. The mode stability in the periodic waveguide and the wide cross section of the CRM-array interaction are consequent advantages.
Technical advantages of the CRM-array concept, resulting from the low-voltage operation, are related to the short collector section required for the low-energy electron beam, as compared to gyrotrons. The array structure also alleviates the difficulties associated with the radiation output window, which is a severe technical problem in gyrotron design. The emitted powers from different CRM-array channels can be summed up coherently in space as in phased-array antennas ͓37͔.
The multimode analysis of the multibeam CRM array in a 2D periodic waveguide will be used as a basis for the analysis of the experiment conducted by Lei and Jerby ͓29͔. Further development of the theory of CRM arrays is planned in various directions, including multifrequency CRM emission, multiple CRM interactions and synergistic effects, 3D CRM arrays, and photonic-band-gap effects. We plan to discuss microwave radiators based on 3D CRM arrays with inherent features of phased-array antennas in a future paper ͓37͔.
The concept of the multibeam CRM array in multidimensional periodic structures ͓28͔ provides a basis for the development of low-voltage, high-power sources of microwave radiation.
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APPENDIX A: THE ELECTRON-BEAM FILLING FACTOR
The analytical expression for the product F f nki p nk defined by Eqs. ͑10͒ is derived in this appendix. This term describes the coupling between the ith electron beam and the kth spatial harmonic of the nth periodic-waveguide mode. The beam is assumed to be cylindrical and transversely uniform. Its transverse-profile function is defined by Eq. ͑7͒.
Substituting Eqs. ͑34a͒ and ͑34b͒ into Eq. ͑10b͒ results in
where S i is the ith electron beam cross section. The integral in the right side of Eq. ͑A1͒ is rewritten in the form
͑A2͒
where r and are the polar coordinates associated with the ith electron beam cross section. The last term in Eq. ͑A2͒ vanishes, since its integrand is an odd function of with a period of 2. After some algebraic steps, Eq. ͑A2͒ results in
͑A3͒
An expansion of the sine and cosine functions to the Taylor series gives
The solution of the integral in the left side of Eq. ͑A4͒ is known as
where the the double factorial is defined by
Finally, Eq. ͑A2͒ results in
which gives the following expression for the product F f nki p nk ,
͑A8͒
This expression is used in this work as the electron-beam filling factor in the analysis of the multibeam CRM array.
APPENDIX B: THE REFLECTION-COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF A SINGLE ROW OF POSTS
The analysis of the periodic waveguide is based on the features of its unit cell. In this appendix, the reflection coefficient matrix of a single row of posts is derived. Figure 2 shows the horizontal cross section of the waveguide. The unit cell is considered as a transverse row of posts placed at zϭ0, as shown in Fig. 3͑a͒ . All posts have the equal diameter d and they are assumed to be perfectly conducting. The posts are numbered from ϪK to K. The zero number corresponds to the central post that may or may not be present. The y coordinate of the th post center and the polar angle are and , respectively, as shown in Fig. 2 . The surface of the th post is expressed in polar coordinates and by
The electric field incident to the posts is defined by Eqs. ͑20͒-͑22͒. On the surface of the th post this field is given by
which is a superposition of angular harmonics numerated by the integer k, where J k (Z) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order k, and the parameter m is defined for each mth mode by
͑B3͒
The parameter m is real for the propagating mode and complex for the evanescent one. The surface currents induced on the posts have no variation in x. Then, making use of the common imaging technique, we assume that ͑1͒ the posts are infinitely long in the x direction, ͑2͒ the post array is infinite in the y direction, and consequently, ͑3͒ the post locations and current distributions in each transverse unit cell of width a are the consecutive mirror images of each other. These assumptions replace the waveguide walls, since the same boundary conditions are automatically fulfilled.
The scattered field generated in the point (y,z) by the linear current I x (y 0 ,z 0 ) is given by
where H 0 (2) is the Hankel function of the second kind of order 0. The total scattered field is obtained by integrating over the post surface and summing over all posts. Making use of the polar coordinates introduced in Fig. 2 
ϭ0. ͑B11d͒
The current coefficients defined by Eqs. ͑B10͒ and ͑B11͒ are used further in this section in order to determine the reflection coefficients of the unit cell of periodic waveguide. At a large distance from the posts, namely, if ͉z͉Ͼ 1 2 d, the scattered field given by Eq. ͑B5͒ may be expanded to an infinite series of empty waveguide modes as follows: 
͑B12͒
The scattered field is divided into the symmetric and antisymmetric parts ͑odd and even numbers m, mЈ, respectively͒. It is a consequence of the waveguide transverse symmetry. The total electric field is a sum of incident and scattered waves, and it is given by 
͑B13͒
The symmetry properties ͑B11͒ are used in the derivation of Eq. ͑B13͒. These reflection-coefficient matrices are used in Eqs. ͑23a͒ and ͑23b͒ for calculating the equivalent transmission-line parameters.
